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SITE CONCEPT

This proposal investigates the design of a new student union facility on the existing campus of Clemson University in Clemson, South Carolina.  The existing Union has become func-
tionally obsolete for the university and does not provide the facilities or the amenities necessary to satisfy modern college students.  With the demolition of the Johnstone dormitory, a 
major portion of the West campus housing was lost.  The construction of the Hendrix student center on the East side of campus and the relocation of the bookstore also pulled students 
and others away from the West campus union.  This proposal seeks to bring the social heart of campus back to the original west campus location by providing a town square for the uni-
versity.  Three new dormitories are included; two of which follow the rhythm of the existing fraternity quad and the axis leading out of Norris Hall.  The third acts as an urban edge along 
the path behind Tillman Hall towards downtown.  The Union facility will also be located along this axis, reinforcing the urban edge.  Along the path of travel, the pedestrian encounters a 
dramatic cascade of steps down into the new plaza space.  The union is a transparent, luminous glass box which serves as a foil to the historic backdrop of the west campus and Tillman 
Hall.  Rather than competing with the established landmarks, the new facility will establish its presence by alternately glowing, refl ecting, and refracting.  

CONTEXT ANALYSIS

Preliminary site analysis revealed that the site is 
located along several major pedestrian routes on 
campus.  The library, several CAT bus stops, and 
the geographic heart of campus are all within a 
few minutes walking distance of the site.  For the 
site to truly be successful, the design concept must 
respect the established movement patterns in and 
around the site while also creating a destination 
for students and residents.  The site sits within 
the main west campus housing district as well as 
the recreational areas of campus.  Bowman Field, 
Death Valley, and the amphitheater are all located 
close by the site, however these are special use 
spaces; they are not “everyday” destinations for 
students.
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SITE CONCEPT
The design proposal is organized around a simple parti: a series of new buildings surround a new plaza/ courtyard space at 
the level of the existing courtyard between Holmes and McCabe.  The courtyard will act as a town square for the university; the 
social space that the campus is currently lacking.  Although Bowman fi eld and the Fike Intramural Fields are relatively close 
by, there is no common social space for the campus.  The Student Union’s mission is to be a central element to all aspects 
of student life; by providing essential services and creating a destination for students, the common space will be in a state of 
constant fl ux.  As commuter students, faculty, and employees arrive on campus and visit the dining facilities or the common 
areas, the building will provide a backdrop for social interaction and observation; it will be the place to see and be seen.  The 
“destination” aspects of the union program are located in a bar spanning across a dramatic cascade of steps leading down 
to the new plaza.  Commonly visited places such as the post offi ce, CCIT, and the student lounges are located in a glass box 
which slides underneath the spanning box alongside the plaza and are accessed via the main pedestrian route in front of cox 
plaza.  High traffi c areas such as the retail dining areas are located on the level of the main plaza.  To the west of the site, a 
new multiuse facility will house the Student Health Center.  This center will house the new west campus dining facility and 
Redfern Health Center.  The building’s siting is driven by two main considerations: the dining facility is located on the northern 
end close to the existing fraternity quads and the proposed housing.  The Health Center is located on the southern end to 
provide more convenient pedestrian access to students coming from the east side of campus.  The Health center will focus 
on a holistic approach to health: diet, exercise, and mental wellness as well.  By relocating closer to Fike Recreation Center, 
there will be more opportunities to engage students living on and off campus.

The fi rst fl oor of the union will contain all of the recreation areas of the union 
program.  The theater is located on the north end of the building close to a new 
exterior patio space.  The meeting rooms are centrally located in an underground 
space employing light wells to provide daylight.  The light wells will actually be 
part of the ground surface above and will glow at night providing a beacon to 
attract students to the social activities organized by the union.  The southern 
end of the fl oor contains the bowling alley and refreshment stand.  There is 
also a grand staircase and generous lounge area which fl ows up into the fl oors 
above.  A sports bar, similar to the existing Edgar’s, is planned for the second 
fl oor.  The bar will span across multiple levels as students move up and down, 
inside and out.
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The second fl oor of the union contains the program elements which will likely 
attract the highest amount of traffi c from students.  The plaza at this level is 
organized to provide a variety of choices for its occupants; it will provide a 
comfortable space for occupation year round.  The retail dining components are 
located in the main structure of the union alongside the plaza.  Outdoor seating 
for dining, both organized and spontaneous, will be possible in the new plaza 
space.  A convenience store is also located at this level.  The theme restaurant 
is located in the main union structure, and a new sports bar is proposed for the 
glass box across the plaza.  The glass support for the spanning section will 
provide access to egress stairs and elevators which access the upper fl oors of 
the union overhead.  

The third fl oor of the main union structure contains program elements which will 
be frequently visited by students.  Rather than a traditional post offi ce, the design 
scheme proposes a combination of a retail store such as a FedEx-Kinkos and 
cluster boxes located with a large student lounge area.  This lounge will also 
include the offi ces of CCIT, a coffee shop, and several union offi ce components 
which deal require frequent interaction with students.  The “technology lounge” 
will provide a space for communication in the 21st century; not just letters and 
packages, but email, podcasts and blogs.  This fl oor is accessible from cox 
plaza and will draw a large amount of traffi c along the pedestrian route leading 
to and from downtown.
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The top fl oor of the union is a large open offi ce space which takes advantage 
of the natural daylighting and ventilation possibilities of the double skin 
facade.  The fl oor includes offi ces for student organizations as well as the 
Intercultural Center.   By sharing conference rooms and , the students will be 
able to interact and create synergy with employees of the Center.  The top 
fl oor will provide a pleasant work environment utilizing passive ventilation 
strategies and natural daylighting.  Through the fl oor to ceiling windows 
and the light monitors above, the offi ce spaces should be able to provide 
adequate lighting 60-75% of the time without artifi cial lights of any kind.  
The lighting and heat gain will be controlled through window tinting and 
solar shading devices on the exterior of the building.

The fourth fl oor is the fi rst fl oor of the overhead spanning structure.  The  
program for this fl oor includes the offi ces of the student government and other 
administrative offi ces which deal with student conduct.  The Senate Chambers 
and the courtroom are located along the east side to provide ample daylighting 
options.  The main circulation occurs along the western edge of the fl oor, with 
low partition walls subdividing offi ces for the student government offi cials.  The 
fl oor is conceived as an open offi ce, literally and metaphorically transparent, 
collaborative and open to public input and viewing.   



EAST - WEST FACADE
The East and West facades of the “spanning bar” utilize a double skin curtain wall system.  
The primary thermal barrier is an insulated curtain wall system employing perforated 
metal panels at the spandrel line to match the language of the “sliding bar” portion of the 
union.  There are also opaque glass louvers hung from a metal frame which is attached 
to the primary steel structure.  The glass fi ns provide shading from the morning and 
afternoon sun and also act to direct breezes into and through the operable windows 
which occur at various points within the building.

NORTH FACADE
The North facade of the main union structure is a load bearing masonry wall which 
contains the service areas of the union.  The construction consists of brick veneer over 
poured in place concrete walls.  Continuing the language of the curtain walls, a 4’ soldier 
course runs the length of the wall at the spandrel line.  The course corbels in 1” to create 
distinctive bands  which activate the facade.  The same wall system wraps the corner of 
the union and continues onto the western facade.  It is also present in the small glass 
box structure across the steps from the main union; in this area the masonry bar utilizes 
this wall system on the east, west and south facades.
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SOUTH FACADE
The Southern facade of the union is the most sophisticated due to the intense solar 
radiation and the extensive glazing present.  To control solar gain while providing access 
to daylight and views, an operable double skin system is used.  The outer layer is a butt 
glazed curtain wall with ceramic fritt printing in a linear dot pattern.  This layer provides 
shading and helps to block heat transmission into the union.  Perforated metal panels are 
incorporated at the spandrel lines to allow for air intake.  The second layer of the facade 
is an insulated curtain wall system separated by a 12” air gap.  The air gap provides 
an opportunity for convection for passively ventilate the union through the operable 
windows on the interior.  In the intense summer months, light will enter in a controlled 
manner while the winter months will take advantage of the sun’s rays to passively heat 
the space.
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STRUCTURAL CONCEPT

The upper fl oors of the building are supported by two Vierendeel trusses which span 
between two massive core elements at either end.  The cores are poured in place concrete 
walls which are clad with channel glass members to provide a refl ective and transparent 
surface.  The upper fl oors span 115’ clear between supports and cantilever out almost 8’ 
on either side of the primary truss member to secondary Vierendeel trusses on the exterior.  
To support the fl oors, the secondary structural system consists of  a two-way grid of steel 
joists which spans over 50’ between supports and supports a cantilever in all directions.  
The grid is composed of 4”x4” steel tube sections which create 4’ grid members.  The grid 
is then repeated 4’ in both directions.  The vertical members of the primary trusses form 
a column line along the exterior curtain wall and the line between the supporting core 
elements.  All of the building systems are run above the suspended ceiling, in the plenum 
space between the steel grid.  The generous 4’ openings allow ample space for all systems. 
The interior is an open, free plan which allows for easy re-confi guration for future use and 
spontaneous reorganization and utilization of the space by the various occupants.

STRUCTURAL LAYERING DIAGRAM

INTERIOR VIEW OF OPEN OFFICE SPACE

EXTERIOR VIEW OF PLAZA 

INTERIOR VIEW OF MAIN UNION BUILDING

EXTERIOR VIEW OF URBAN EDGE AT COX PLAZA
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